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atom voyages good old boats list - choosing a small voyaging sailboat listed below are 72 proven blue water voyaging
monohull fiberglass sailboats up to 32 feet in length the list though incomplete is aimed at helping readers of this site who
asked for recommendations on buying a boat for offshore voyaging, circumnavigation faqs from totem s circle of the
globe - courtesy flags reaching from totem s bow to masthead flutter in the breeze a colorful strand representing most of the
countries we ve visited while sailing around the world, as long as it s fun the epic voyages and extraordinary - as long
as it s fun the epic voyages and extraordinary times of lin and larry pardey herb mccormick on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers to anyone interested in small boat cruising and voyaging the names lin and larry pardey need no
introduction, hawaiki rising sam low phd 9781617102004 amazon com books - sam low served in the u s navy in pacific
from 1964 to 1966 and earned a ph d degree from harvard in anthropology in 1975 in 1983 after traveling throughout
polynesia sam produced his award winning film the navigators pathfinders of the pacific which told the story of the
polynesian settlement of the pacific, marlow yachts advanced technology found in their luxury - a with velocijet strut
keels the wave train caused by the canoe body reshapes to change and reduce the fore and aft crests of the yacht s wake
at hull speed a hollow will form about amidships on most boats, library the mariners museum and park - the mariners
museum library holds the largest maritime history collection in the western hemisphere with its rich collections and
international scope the library is a premier resource for maritime research, why i barely read sf these days charlie s diary
- like everyone else i m a work in progress i ve changed over the years as i ve lived through changing times and what i focus
on in a work of fiction has gradually shifted
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